Dear Young FM researchers and practitioners,

On the behalf of the EuroFM network, our organization would like to invite you to participate in a short survey. The purpose of this survey is to better understand the needs and interests of young researchers and practitioners like You in the FM industry. In particular, focusing on exploring opportunities for developing fun and innovative spaces for sharing FM knowledge.

The survey consists of 20 questions, which should take about 10 – 15 minutes to accomplish. Among other issues, the survey also tries to explore what aspects young students and professionals value the most, and what collaborations can therefore be offered within the available framework we have currently.

The survey is designed to acquire knowledge on participants’ work and educational experience, as well as their interests and opinion in FM association(s), which can help EuroFM to make a difference in the future, and become a better organization for young members.

The survey is completely anonymous. We assure you that all contact information will only be used to inform project development and to disseminate the results of the survey. No individuals or organizations will be identified during or upon completion of the project.

Thank you in advance for your participation. Your contribution is of high value towards further development of this project.

We are looking forward to hearing your voice!

Link to the survey: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1vf-47cv4SfxdApM7KGS94To2NhfvK2uVckRVJedd3Gw/viewform?edit_requested=true

Best regards,

Team EuroFM

Short introduction about EuroFM:

EuroFM is the European FM platform organization that brings together educators, researchers and practitioners in the field of Facility Management. EuroFM, as the FM network association, has its members situated in 23 different countries in Europe from research institutes to universities, service providers and national FM related associations. The aim of the organization is to bring forward the FM profession and to come to a better mutual understanding by learning and sharing FM knowledge. In 2016, we focus on gaining better understanding of the needs of young academics and practitioners who are part of the FM research and industry arena.